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When establishing the equations of motion of the bridge-vehicle coupling system, most
researchers simplify the contact between the vehicle tire and road surface as a point contact. In

reality, a vehicle tire deforms and makes contact with the road surface over a footprint area

called patch contact. This paper presents a new method that allows for the e®ect of the patch
contact on the dynamic response of the bridge-vehicle coupling system. In this method, the

vehicle tire is modeled as a two-dimensional elementary spring model, and the patch contact is

assumed to be a rectangle. The bridge-vehicle coupling equations are established by combining

the equations of motion of both the bridge and vehicle using the displacement relationship and
interaction force relationship at the patch contact. A series of simulation studies have been

carried out in which the e®ects of various factors such as vehicle speed, tire sti®ness and

damping, size of the patch contact, number of vehicles, and faulting condition have been

investigated. The numerical simulations and ¯eld test results show that the proposed method
can more rationally simulate the interaction between the bridge and vehicles.

Keywords: Bridge-vehicle coupling system; bridge; vehicle; vibration; tire; patch contact; point

contact.

1. Introduction

The interaction between a bridge and vehicles has attracted much attention over the

last two decades due to a signi¯cant increase of heavy and high-speed vehicles in

highway and railway tra±c. By modeling a moving vehicle as a moving load, moving
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mass or moving sprung mass, the dynamic response of bridges induced by moving

vehicles has been studied by many researchers.1�3 Some complicated vehicle models

that can consider the various dynamic properties of vehicles have been introduced for

the bridge-vehicle interactions.4�6

According to Yang et al.,7 there are two approaches for solving the bridge-vehicle

interaction problems. One approach is to divide the bridge-vehicle system into two

subsystems with an interface between the bridge and vehicle. Two sets of equations

of motion can be written, one for the supporting bridge and the other for each of the

moving vehicles. In order to solve the two sets of di®erential equations, procedures of

interactive nature are often adopted, though the equations can be solved simul-

taneously without iteration.8,9 In this case, one may ¯rst start by assuming the

displacement for the contact points, and then solve the vehicle equations to obtain

the contact forces. By substituting the contact forces into the bridge equations,

improved displacements at the contact points can be obtained. It is the interaction or

contact forces existing at the contact points of the two subsystems that make the

two sets of equations coupled. These single contact points are used to model the

relationship of a vehicle tire and road surface in most studies.10�14 The other

approach for solving the vehicle-bridge interaction problems includes those based on

the condensation method, which focuses on formulating a bridge-vehicle interaction

element. First, two sets of equations of motion need to be written, one for the bridge

element and the other for the sprung mass lumped from the vehicle directly acting on

the element. The sprung mass equations are discretized using ¯nite di®erence for-

mulas, and condensed to those of the bridge element by the contact points, which will

result in the so-called bridge-vehicle interaction element. The condensation approach

also assumes the interface between a vehicle tire and the road surface as a single point

contact.15�18

While it may be reasonable to simulate the interfaces between the wheels and road

surface as point contacts for trains with steel wheelsets, it is not the case for vehicles

moving on the highway bridges. This is because their tires deform and make contact

with the road surface over a footprint area called patch contact. While the e®ect of

di®erent contact models between the tire and road surface, point contact or patch

contact, on the vibration of vehicles has been studied by many researchers,19�23

hitherto no studies have been made for the e®ect of the contact condition on bridge

vibrations.

This paper presents a new method that allows for the e®ect of the patch contact

on the dynamic response of the bridge-vehicle coupling system. This method mainly

focuses on establishing a new tire model, which is a two-dimensional elementary

spring model, to study the e®ect of the patch contact on the dynamic response of the

bridge-vehicle coupling system. The patch contact between the tires and road surface

is assumed to be a rectangle. The displacement relationship and the interaction force

relationship at the patch contact are used to establish the equations of motion of the

bridge-vehicle coupling system. A series of simulation studies have been carried out

with the view to examine the e®ects of various factors such as vehicle speed, tire
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sti®ness and damping, size of the contact patch, number of vehicles, and faulting

condition. The numerical simulations and ¯eld measurements show that the pro-

posed method can more rationally simulate the interaction of the bridge-vehicle

coupling system.

2. Bridge-Vehicle Coupled System

2.1. Vehicle model

A review of vehicle models was made by Yu and Chan.24 As discussed earlier, in

reality the tire and road surface is not in contact at a point, but rather in the form of

a patch. In this study, a new full-scale vehicle model with seven degree-of-freedoms

(DOFs) is used as shown in Fig. 1. These DOFs are the vertical displacement of truck

body (yt), pitching rotation of truck body (�t), vertical displacement of truck front

axle (y1
a), vertical displacement of truck rear axle (y2

a), roll displacement of truck

body (�t), roll displacement of truck front axle (�1
a), and roll displacement of truck

rear axle (�2
a). To simulate the interaction between the vehicle tire and road surface,

the tire is modeled as a two-dimensional elementary spring model shown in Fig. 2,

and the mass of the tire can be neglected since it is small when compared to the total

mass of the vehicle.

Fig. 1. A full-scale vehicle model.

Fig. 2. A tire model.
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The relative displacements of the suspension springs can be written as:

U 1
sy ¼ ðyt � y1

aÞ þ ðs1=2Þð�t � �1
aÞ þ l2�t; ð1Þ

U 2
sy ¼ ðyt � y1

aÞ � ðs1=2Þð�t � �1
aÞ þ l2�t; ð2Þ

U 3
sy ¼ ðyt � y2

aÞ þ ðs2=2Þð�t � �2
aÞ � l3�t; ð3Þ

U 4
sy ¼ ðyt � y2

aÞ � ðs2=2Þð�t � �2
aÞ � l3�t; ð4Þ

where s1 is the distance between the right and left tires of the front axle; s2 the

distance between the right and left tires of the rear axle; l2 the distance between

the front axle and the gravity center of the vehicle body; and l3 the distance between

the rear axle and the gravity center of the vehicle body.

The elastic and damping forces of the suspension can be written as:

F i
sy ¼ Ki

syU
i
sy; ð5Þ

F i
dsy ¼ Di

syU
: i
sy; i ¼ 1; 2; 3; 4; ð6Þ

where Ki
sy is the suspension spring sti®ness of the ith axle; and Di

sy the suspension

damper coe±cient of the ith axle.

The displacement in the radial direction of the ith tire spring (see Fig. 3) at the

contact position x can be expressed as:

U 1
tyx ¼ fy1

a þ ðs1=2Þ� 1
a � ½�rðxÞ1� þ�1 � Rð1� cos �Þ � y1

bx contactg= cos �; ð7Þ
U 2

tyx ¼ fy1
a � ðs1=2Þ� 1

a � ½�rðxÞ2� þ�2 � Rð1� cos �Þ � y2
bx contactg= cos �; ð8Þ

U 3
tyx ¼ fy2

a þ ðs2=2Þ� 2
a � ½�rðxÞ3� þ�3 � Rð1� cos �Þ � y3

bx contactg= cos �; ð9Þ
U 4

tyx ¼ fy2
a � ðs2=2Þ� 2

a � ½�rðxÞ4� þ�4 � Rð1� cos �Þ � y4
bx contactg= cos �; ð10Þ

Fig. 3. Tire deformation model.
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where

cos � ¼ R�� i¼1;2;3;4ffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffi
ðxÞ2 þ ðR��

i¼1;2;3;4Þ2
q :

From Eqs. (7) to (10), one can observe that U i
tyxi ¼ 1; 2; 3; 4 is a function of the

truck axle displacement yi
ai ¼ 1; 2; roll displacement of truck axle � i

ai ¼ 1; 2; road

roughness rðxÞ ii ¼ 1; 2; 3; 4; tire radius R; the tire deformation due to the load of

vehicle weight � ii ¼ 1; 2; 3; 4; and the bridge dynamic de°ection at the contact

position xyi
bx contacti ¼ 1; 2; 3; 4.

In the following equations, \F" stands for \force", subscription \ty" for \tire",

\dty" for \damping of tire", \sy" for \suspension", and \dsy" for \damping of

suspension". Therefore, the interaction forces acting on the bridge through the patch

length lty of the ith tire can be written as:

F i
ty ¼

Z xiþlty=2

xi�lty=2

ki
tyU

i
tyx cos �dx; ð11Þ

F i
dty ¼

Z xiþlty=2

xi�lty=2

c ityU
: i
tyx cos �dx; ð12Þ

where ki
ty and c ity are the radial direction spring sti®ness and damper coe±cients of

the ith tire, respectively; and xi is the position of the ith tire patch center.

The equations of motion of the vehicle can be obtained from the Lagrangian

formulation, and can be written as:

mt €y t þ ðF 1
sy þ F 2

sy þ F 3
sy þ F 4

syÞ þ ðF 1
dsy þ F 2

dsy þ F 3
dsy þ F 4

dsyÞ ¼ mtg; ð13Þ
Ixt �

::
t þ ðs1=2ÞðF 1

sy � F 2
syÞ þ ðs2=2ÞðF 3

sy � F 4
syÞ

þ ðs1=2ÞðF 1
dsy � F 2

dsyÞ þ ðs2=2ÞðF 3
dsy � F 4

dsyÞ ¼ 0; ð14Þ

Izt�
::
t þ l2ðF 1

sy þ F 2
syÞ � l3ðF 3

sy þ F 4
syÞ þ l2ðF 1

dsy þ F 2
dsyÞ � l3ðF 3

dsy þ F 4
dsyÞ ¼ 0; ð15Þ

ma1 €y
1
a � ðF 1

sy þ F 2
syÞ þ ðF 1

ty þ F 2
tyÞ � ðF 1

dsy þ F 2
dsyÞ þ ðF 1

dty þ F 2
dtyÞ ¼ ma1g; ð16Þ

Ixa1 �
::1
a � ðs1=2ÞðF 1

sy � F 2
syÞ þ ðs1=2ÞðF 1

ty � F 2
tyÞ

� ðs1=2ÞðF 1
dsy � F 2

dsyÞ þ ðs1=2ÞðF 1
dty � F 2

dtyÞ ¼ 0; ð17Þ

ma2 €y
2
a � ðF 3

sy þ F 4
syÞ þ ðF 3

ty þ F 4
tyÞ � ðF 3

dsy þ F 4
dsyÞ þ ðF 3

dty þ F 4
dtyÞ ¼ ma2g; ð18Þ

Ixa2 �
::2
a � ðs2=2ÞðF 3

sy � F 4
syÞ þ ðs2=2ÞðF 3

ty � F 4
tyÞ

� ðs2=2ÞðF 3
dsy � F 4

dsyÞ þ ðs2=2ÞðF 3
dty � F 4

dtyÞ ¼ 0; ð19Þ
wheremt is the mass of truck body; Ixt and Izt are the rolling and pitching moment of

inertia of truck body, respectively; ma1 and ma2 are the mass of the front and rear

axles, respectively; and Ixa1 and Ixa2 are rolling moment of inertia of the front and

rear axles, respectively.
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Equations (13)�(19) can be rewritten in a matrix form as:

½Mv�f€yvg þ ½Cv�f _y vg þ ½Kv�fyvg ¼ fFGg þ fFv�bg; ð20Þ
where ½Mv�, ½Cv�, and ½Kv� ¼ the mass, damping, and sti®ness matrices of the vehicle,

respectively; fyvg ¼ the displacement vector of the vehicle; fFGg ¼ gravity force

vector of the vehicle; and fFv�bg ¼ vector of the wheel-road contact forces acting on

the vehicle.

2.2. Bridge model

The equation of motion of a bridge can be written as:

½Mb�f€y bg þ ½Cb�f _y bg þ ½Kb�fybg ¼ fFb�vg; ð21Þ
where ½Mb�, ½Cb�, and ½Kb� are the mass, damping, and sti®ness matrices of the bridge,

respectively; fybg is the displacement vector for all DOFs of the bridge; f _y bg and f€y bg
are the ¯rst and second derivative of fybg with respect to time, respectively; and

fFb�vg is a vector containing all external forces acting on the bridge.

2.3. Assembling the vehicle-bridge coupled system

Vehicles traveling on a bridge are connected to the bridge via patch contacts. The

interaction forces acting on the bridge fFb�vg and the interaction forces acting on the

vehicles fFv�bg are actually action and reaction forces existing at the patch contact.

In terms of ¯nite element modeling, these interaction forces may not be applied right

at any node. Therefore, the interaction forces need to be transformed into equivalent

nodal forces fF eq
b g in the ¯nite element analysis. This can be done using the virtual

work principle, which states that the work done by the equivalent nodal forces and

the actual force should be equal, which can be expressed as:

fyb nodalgT F eqf g ¼ ybx contact � F ; ð22Þ
where fyb nodalg is the displacement vector for all the nodes of the element in contact;

ybx contact, the displacement of the element bearing the tire spring load at the contact

position x; fF eqg the equivalent force vector applied at all the nodes of the element in

contact; and F the real force acting at the patch contact.

The ybx contact can be expressed using the displacement at each node of the

element as:

ybx contact ¼ ½Ne�fyb nodalg; ð23Þ
where ½Ne� is the relationship function of the element in contact. In view of Eqs. (22)

and (23), we can easily obtain the following relationship between the equivalent

nodal forces and the interaction force acting on the element in contact:

fF eqg ¼ ½Ne�T � F : ð24Þ
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To be consistent with the size of the force vector fF eq
b g in the analysis of the full

bridge, Eq. (24) can be expanded to a full force vector form as:

fF eq
b g ¼ ½Nb�T � F ; ð25Þ

where fF eq
b g is a vector with the number of elements equal to the total number of

DOFs of the bridge. It is constructed by inserting the elements in the original force

vector fF eqg in Eq. (24) into their corresponding DOFs in the full force vector fF eq
b g

and adding zero terms to the remaining elements in fF eq
b g. For two interaction forces

acting upon di®erent elements of the same bridge, the relationship function of the

bridge ½Nb� for the two forces would be di®erent though the element relationship

function ½Ne� may be the same, because the corresponding DOFs of the non-zero

terms in the two force vectors are di®erent.

In a bridge-vehicle system, the relationship among the vertical displacement of

vehicle body yi
v, bridge de°ection at the contact position yi

bx contact, the radial

deformation of ith tire spring U i
tyx at the position x, and road surface pro¯le rðxÞ i,

shown in Eqs. (7)�(10), can be rewritten as:

U i
tyx ¼ fyi

v � ½�rðxÞ i� � yi
bx contactg= cos � ð26Þ

yi
v ¼ yj

a � ðsj=2Þ� j
a þ� i

�Rð1� cos �Þ; j ¼ 1; 2:

The ¯rst derivative of Eq. (26) can then be obtained as:

U
: i
tyx ¼ ð _y i

v þ ðxÞ i � _y i
bx contactÞ= cos �; ð27Þ

where _y i
v is the velocity of the vehicle body in the vertical direction; _rðxÞ i ¼ drðxÞ i

dx
dx
dt ¼ drðxÞ i

dx vðtÞ, where v(t) is the vehicle traveling velocity; and yi
bx contact, according

to the de¯nition of the relationship function of the bridge in Eq. (23), can be

expressed as:

yi
bx contact ¼ ½Ne� � fyi

b nodalg ¼ ½Nb� � fybg: ð28Þ

The interaction force acting on the ith tire can be obtained as:

F i
v�b ¼ �F i

ty � F i
dty

¼ �
Z xiþlty=2

xi�lty=2

ki
tyðyi

v þ rðxÞ i � ½N i
b�fybgÞdx

�
Z xiþlty=2

xi�lty=2

c ity _y i
v �

d½N i
b�

dx
viðtÞfybg � ½N i

b�f _y bg þ
drðxÞ i
dx

viðtÞ
� �

dx:

ð29Þ

Comparing the length of lty with the total length of the bridge, lty can be regarded as

small. Therefore, the value of yb and yv can be assumed to be a constant in the length
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range form xi � lty=2 to xi þ lty=2. Equation (29) can be further written as:

F i
v�b ¼ �

Z xiþlty=2

xi�lty=2

ki
tyðyi

v þ rðxÞ i � ½N i
b�fybgÞdx

�
Z xiþlty=2

xi�lty=2

c ity _y i
v �

d½N i
b�

dx
viðxÞfybg � ½N i

b�f _y bg þ
drðxÞ i
dx

viðtÞ
� �

dx

¼ �
Z xiþlty=2

xi�lty=2

ki
tydxy

i
v �

Z xiþlty=2

xi�lty=2

ki
tyrðxÞ idxþ

Z xiþlty=2

xi�lty=2

ki
ty½N i

b�dxfybg

�
Z xiþlty=2

xi�lty=2

c itydx _y
i
v þ

Z xiþlty=2

xi�lty=2

c ity
d½N i

b�
dx

viðtÞdxfybg;

þ
Z xiþlty=2

xi�lty=2

c ity½N i
b�dxf _y bg �

Z xiþlty=2

xi�lty=2

city
drðxÞ i
dx

viðtÞdx;

ð30Þ

where ½N i
b� is the relationship function of the bridge for an interaction force between

the ith tire and the bridge.

The N interaction forces can be expressed in a vector form as:

fF N
v�bg ¼ fF 1

v�b F 2
v�b � � �F N

v�bgT

¼ � ½KN
v�v�fyvg � fFv�rg þ ½Kv�b�fybg � ½CN

v�v�f _y vg
þ ½Kv�cb�fybg þ ½Cv�b�f _y bg � fFv�crg;

ð31Þ

where ½KN
v�v� and ½CN

v�v� are the sti®ness, and damping matrices for N tires,

respectively; and ½Kv�b�, fFv�rg, ½Kv�cb�, ½Cv�b�, and fFv�crg are de¯ned, res-

pectively, as:

½KN
v�v� ¼

Z x1þlty=2

x 1�lty=2

k1
tydx

Z x2þlty=2

x 2�lty=2

k2
tydx � � �

Z xNþlty=2

xN�lty=2

kN
tydx

" #
;

½CN
v�v� ¼

Z x1þlty=2

x 1�lty=2

c1tydx

Z x 2þlty=2

x2�lty=2

c2tydx � � �
Z xNþlty=2

xN�lty=2

cNtydx

" #
;

½Kv�b� ¼ ½KN
v�v�

�
Z x

1þlty=2

x
1�lty=2

½N 1
b �T dx

Z x
2þlty=2

x
2�lty=2

½N 2
b �T dx � � �

Z x
Nþlty=2

x
N�lty=2

½NN
b �T dx

" #T
;

fFv�rg ¼ ½KN
v�v�

�
Z x

1þlty=2

x
1�lty=2

rðxÞ1dx
Z x

2þlty=2

x
2�lty=2

rðxÞ2dx � � �
Z x

Nþlty=2

x
N�lty=2

rðxÞNdx
" #T

;
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½Kv�cb� ¼ ½CN
v�v�

Z x 1þlty=2

x1�lty=2

d½N 1
b �T

dx
v1ðtÞdx

"

�
Z x

2þlty=2

x
2�lty=2

d½N 2
b �T

dx
v
2ðtÞdx � � �

Z x
Nþlty=2

x
N�lty=2

d½NN
b �T

dx
v
NðtÞdx

#T

;

½Cv�b� ¼ ½CN
v�v�

�
Z x

1þlty=2

x
1�lty=2

½N 1
b �T dx

Z x
2þlty=2

x
2�lty=2

½N 2
b �T dx � � �

Z x
Nþlty=2

x
N�lty=2

½NN
b �T dx

" #T
;

fFv�crg ¼ ½CN
v�v� �

Z x 1þlty=2

x1�lty=2

drðxÞ1
dx

v1ðtÞdx
"

�
Z x

2þlty=2

x
2�lty=2

drðxÞ2
dx

v
2ðtÞdx � � �

Z x
Nþlty=2

x
N�lty=2

drðxÞN
dx

v
NðtÞdx

#T

As discussed earlier, the interaction forces acting on the bridge, fFb�vg, are the

reaction forces of that acting on the vehicles, fFv�bg. Therefore, the following

relationship holds:

fFb�vg ¼ �fFv�bg: ð32Þ
By substituting Eqs. (30) and (32) into Eq. (25), the transformed equivalent nodal

forces due to the N interaction forces are given by

fF eq
b g ¼

XN
i¼1

½N i
b�T � ð�F i

v�bÞ

¼
XN
i¼1

½N i
b�T �

Z xiþlty=2

xi�lty=2

ki
tydxy

i
v þ

Z xiþlty=2

xi�lty=2

ki
tyrðxÞ idx

�
Z xiþlty=2

xi�lty=2

ki
ty½N i

b�dxfybg þ
Z xiþlty=2

xi�lty=2

c itydx _y
i
v

�
Z xiþlty=2

xi�lty=2

c ity
d½N i

b�
dx

viðtÞdxfybg

�
Z xiþlty=2

xi�lty=2

c ity½N i
b�dxf _y bg þ

Z xiþlty=2

xi�lty=2

city
drðxÞ i
dx

viðtÞdx

2
666666666666666664

3
777777777777777775

;

¼ ½Kb�v�fyvg þ fFb�rg � ½Kb�vb�fybg þ ½Cb�v�f _y vg

� ½Kb�cb�fybg � ½Cb�b�f _y bg þ fFb�crg
ð33Þ
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where ½Kb�v�, ½Kb�vb�, fFb�rg, ½Cb�v�, ½Kb�cb�, ½Cb�b�, and fFb�crg are de¯ned as:

½Kb�v� ¼ ½N 1
b �T �

Z x 1þlty=2

x1�lty=2

k1
tydx½N 2

b �T
(

�
Z x2þlty=2

x 2�lty=2

k2
tydx � � � ½NN

b �T �
Z xNþlty=2

xN�lty=2

kN
tydx

)
;

½Kb�vb� ¼
Xn
i¼1

½N i
b�T

Z xiþlty=2

xi�lty=2

ki
ty½N i

b�dx;

fFb�rg ¼
Xn
i¼1

½N i
b�T

Z xiþlty=2

xi�lty=2

ki
tyrðxÞ idx;

½Cb�v� ¼ ½N 1
b �T

Z x 1þlty=2

x 1�lty=2

c1tydx½N 2
b �T

Z x2þlty=2

x 2�lty=2

c2tydx � � � ½NN
b �T

Z xNþlty=2

xN�lty=2

kN
tydx

( )
;

½Kb�cb� ¼
Xn
i¼1

½N i
b�T

Z xiþlty=2

xi�lty=2

c ity
d½N i

b�
dx

viðtÞdx;

½Cb�b� ¼
Xn
i¼1

½N i
b�T

Z xiþlty=2

xi�lty=2

c ity½N i
b�dx;

fFb�crg ¼
Xn
i¼1

½N i
b�T

Z xiþlty=2

xi�lty=2

c ity
drðxÞ i
dx

viðtÞdx;

By substituting Eq. (31) into Eq. (20), we have:

½MN
v �f€yvg þ ½CN

v �f _y vg þ ½KN
v �fyvg

¼ F N
G � ½KN

v�v�fyvg þ ½Kv�b�fybg � fFv�rg � ½CN
v�v�f _y vg

þ ½Kv�cb�fybg þ ½Cv�b�f _y bg � fFv�crg: ð34Þ

Since fF eq
b g in Eq. (33) is actually the equivalent force vector of the external force

vector fFb�vg in Eq. (21), after substituting Eq. (21) into Eq. (21), the following can

be obtained:

½Mb�f€y bg þ ½Cb�f _y bg þ ½Kb�fybg
¼ ½Kb�v�fyvg � ½Kb�vb�fybg þ fFb�rg þ ½Cb�v�f _y vg
� ½Kb�cb�fybg � ½Cb�b�f _y bg þ fFb�crg: ð35Þ
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Equations (34) and (35) can be combined and rewritten in a matrix form as:

Mb

MN
v

" #
€y b

€yv

( )
þ

Cb þ Cb�b �Cb�v

�Cv�b CN
v þ CN

v�v

" #
_y b

_y v

( )

þ
Kb þKb�vb þKb�cb �Kb�v

�Kv�b �Kv�cb KN
v þKN

v�v

" #
yb

yv

� �

¼
Fb�r þ Fb�cr

�Fv�r � Fv�cr þ F N
G

( )
; ð36Þ

where Cb�b, Cb�v, Cv�b, Kb�vb, Kb�cb, Kb�v, Kv�b, Kv�cb, Fb�r, Fb�cr, Fv�r, and Fv�cr

are resulted due to the coupling e®ect between the bridge and vehicles. When a

vehicle travels on the bridge, the position of the patch contact changes with time,

which means the road roughness r(x) at the patch contact and the relationship

function ½Nb� are both time-dependent terms, indicating that all the additional terms

in Eq. (36) are time-dependent terms. Eq. (36) can be solved by the Newmark�-

method in the time domain.

2.4. Road surface condition

The road surface condition is an important factor that a®ects the dynamic responses

of both the bridge and vehicles. A road surface pro¯le is usually assumed to be a zero-

mean stationary Gaussian random process and can be generated through an inverse

Fourier transformation based on a power spectral density (PSD) function25 as:

rðxÞ ¼
XN
k¼1

ffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffi
2’ðnkÞ�n

p
cosð2�nkxþ �kÞ; ð37Þ

where �k is the random phase angle uniformly distributed from 0 to 2�; ’ð�Þ is the
PSD function (m3/cycle) for the road surface elevation; and nk is the wave number

(cycle/m). In the present study, the following PSD function2 has been used:

’ðnÞ ¼ ’ðn0Þ
n

n0

� ��2

ðn1 < n < n2Þ; ð38Þ

where n is the spatial frequency (cycle/m); n0 is the discontinuity frequency of 1/2�

(cycle/m); ’(n0) is the roughness coe±cient (m3/cycle) whose value is chosen

depending on the road condition; and n1 and n2 are the lower and upper cut-o®

frequencies, respectively. The International Organization for Standardization

(ISO)26 has proposed a road roughness classi¯cation index from A (very good) to H

(very poor) according to di®erent values of ’(n0). In this paper, the classi¯cation of

road roughness based on the Ref. 26 is used.
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3. Numerical Simulations and Veri¯cation

In order to study the e®ect of the patch contact on the bridge vibration and to verify

the present method of the bridge-vehicle system, a typical bridge-vehicle model

shown in Fig. 4 was studied.

Figure 4 shows a simply-supported beam subjected to a moving sprung mass

system, which is similar to the model studied by Yang et al.7 The only di®erence is

that in Yang's study, the contact condition of the tire and road surface was con-

sidered as a point contact, rather than a patch contact. The vehicle sprung mass Mv

is supported by a dashpot-spring unit with the spring constant kv and damping cv.

For illustration, the e®ect of the tire mass will be neglected. The beam parameters

are: Young's modules E ¼ 2:87GPa, moment of inertia I ¼ 2:90m4, per-unit-length

mass m ¼ 2303 kg/m, and beam length L ¼ 25m.

3.1. E®ect of patch contact

According to Elsei¯ et al.27 study on the patch contact, the length of tire patch

contact mainly depends on the vehicular load and the tire type, and is geometrically

related with the deformation �. Therefore, e®ect of the tire patch contact on the

mid-span displacement of the bridge can re°ect the e®ect of the deformation �.

Theoretically speaking, both values are time-dependent variables since the tire

reaction is variable due to the dynamic e®ects. However, both values are assumed as

constants here based on the static tire reactions. Tire sti®ness and damping can be

assumed as kty ¼ 44456N/m and cty ¼ 1100N.s/m, respectively, and the dimension

of this patch contact can be simulated as a rectangle with a size of 116mm� 235mm,

where 116mm is the length and 235mm is the width of the patch. In order to study

the e®ect of the patch contact lengths on the mid-span displacement of the bridge,

three di®erent lengths for the patch contact are studied, namely, lty ¼ 0mm,

lty ¼ 116mm, and lty ¼ 2� 116mm.

The mid-span displacements of the beam were studied by Yang et al.7 for the

sprung mass with a speed v ¼ 100 km/h. Therefore, the same speed was also used for

comparison and the e®ect of the patch contact lengths on the mid-span displace-

ments of the beam were plotted in Fig. 5. As can be seen, if the length of the patch

contact lty ¼ 0mm (equivalent to point contact), the responses obtained by the

Fig. 4. A simply-supported beam subjected to a moving sprung mass system.
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present model are identical to the solutions obtained by Yang et al.7 labeled as point

contact in Fig. 5. By comparing Figs. 5(a) to 5(d), one observes that, if the road

surface classi¯cation is zero-roughness, the di®erence of the e®ects of the patch

contact and point contact on the mid-span de°ections is very small, and thus the

patch contact can be simpli¯ed as the point contact. However, when the road surface

classi¯cation ranges from the Good to Poor, the patch contact can observably predict

less de°ection of the bridge than that of the point contact, and their di®erence

increases as the road roughness classi¯cation increases. Therefore, by treating the

contact condition between the tire and road surface as a point contact, one may

overestimate the dynamic de°ection of the bridge, especially when the road surface is

rough. This may be one of the reasons why theoretical simulations usually over-

estimate the dynamic e®ects of ¯eld tests. However, the assumption of the contact

condition between the tire and road surface as a point contact results in a con-

servative design.

(a) Zero-roughness (b) Roughness ¼ good

(c) Roughness ¼ average (d) Roughness ¼ poor

Fig. 5. Mid-span displacement of simply-supported beam.
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3.2. E®ect of tire sti®ness and damping

The e®ects of sti®ness and damping of vehicle suspensions on the bridge response

have been studied by many researchers.7,13,28 However, few studies on the e®ects of

the tire sti®ness and damping on the bridge response were reported, especially for the

patch contact condition.

To study the e®ect of tire sti®ness on the bridge response, three values of tire

sti®ness 0:2 kty, kty, and 2 kty are considered. The contact between the tire and road

surface is assumed to be a patch contact. The mid-span displacements of the beam

are plotted in Fig. 6. As it can be seen from the ¯gure, the displacements increase

with the increase of the tire sti®ness; the degree of the sti®ness e®ect increases with

the increase of the road roughness classi¯cation. As the tire sti®ness increases from

0:2kty to 2kty, and the road roughness classi¯cation increases from zero-roughness to

Poor, the mid-span displacements increase from 2.9% to 12.67%.

Three values of the tire damping are considered, that is, 0:2cty, cty, and 2cty. The

mid-span displacements of the beam are plotted in Fig. 7 using a patch contact

condition. As it can be seen from the ¯gure, the displacements decrease as the tire

(a) Zero-roughness (b) Roughness ¼ good

(c) Roughness ¼ average (d) Roughness ¼ poor

Fig. 6. E®ect of tire sti®ness.
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damping increases; the degree of the damping e®ect increases with the increase of the

road roughness classi¯cation. As the tire damping increases from 0:2cty to 2cty, and

the road roughness classi¯cation increases from zero-roughness to Poor, the mid-span

displacements decrease from 3.11% to 11.16%.

4. Field Test Studies

To verify the accuracy and e±ciency of the present method for studying dynamic

response of the bridge-vehicle system, ¯eld veri¯cations are necessary. Field tests

were conducted on the Luping Bridge located at Luping Town in Hunan Province,

China. The bridge is a seven-span straight continuous beam bridge, each span

measuring 40m in length with zero skew angles. The deck consists of 5 longitudinal

T-beams and 28 transverse beams. Dynamic ¯eld tests were performed on the bridge,

and the mid-span de°ection of the fourth span from Luping town to Huaihua town

direction was recorded on the surface of the Girder 3 (shown Fig. 8). Modal analysis

was performed using the ambient vibration method. The details of measuring the

bridge displacements and modal test are not given here due to the page limitation.

The ¯rst three natural frequencies of the vertical bending modes of the deck were

(a) Zero-roughness (b) Roughness ¼ good

(c) Roughness ¼ average (d) Roughness ¼ poor

Fig. 7. E®ect of tire damping.
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obtained. Figure 8 shows the side view of the bridge and the cross section of Luping

bridge, and Fig. 9 shows the solid elements of the ANSYS program.

4.1. Bridge model updating

Model updating technique is one of the very important steps in obtaining an accurate

FE model, which can predict more closely the performance of a real bridge. The

techniques have moved away from direct approaches that reproduce the measured

modal data, to methods based on optimization that allows a range of measurements

and physical parameters to be used.29,30

In the present ¯nite element model, the bridge deck, girders, diaphragms,

shoulder, and the railing are all modeled using the solid elements, which have three

translational DOFs for each node. The rubber bearings are modeled using equivalent

beam elements with six DOFs for each node, and rigid connections are assumed

between girders and diaphragms, and between girders and bridge deck. Because of

their uncertainties, ¯ve parameters are selected as variables, then they are updated

using the genetic algorithm (GA) by minimizing an objective function built up using

the residuals between the measured bridge responses and predicted responses from

the expressed relationships.31 The ¯ve main parameters are the Young's modulus of

the concrete of the girders and piers, the density of the concrete of the girders and

piers, and the Young's modulus of the rubber bearings, represented by X1, X2, X3,

X4, and X5 in Table 1, respectively. Both the updated results for the ¯ve parameters

and their di®erences from the original values are shown in Table 1. As it can be seen

from Table 1, both the Young's modules of the concrete of the girders and piers have

(a) The side view of Luping bridge

(b) Cross section of Luping bridge

Fig. 8. Luping bridge.
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increased whereas the mass density of concrete of both the girders and piers have

decreased. Many factors such as the water cement ratio of concrete mix may cause

the variation of the mass density of concrete. The decrease of the Young's modulus of

the rubber bearings could be due to the uncertain restraint condition of the bearing

at the supports. We cannot also exclude the possibility that the changes of par-

ameters are numerical rather than physical, a common issue in model updating. The

natural frequencies were determined by observing the peaks of the average nor-

malized power spectral densities as shown in Fig. 10. The reconstructed ¯rst three

natural frequencies of the vertical bending modes of the deck, predicted using the

updated ¯nite element model, and their small di®erences between the measured ones

are shown in Table 2.

4.2. Road surface condition

The road surface condition is an important factor that a®ects the dynamic responses

of both the bridge and vehicles.25,32 In order to examine the e®ect of road roughness

on the accuracy of the present method, the road roughness of the bridge was

measured before the dynamic test. Also, the vertical road roughness of the left and

Table 1. Updated results for the ¯ve parameters.

Parameter X1(GPa) X2(GPa) X3(kg/m3) X4(kg/m3) X5(MPa)

Original 32.5 34.5 2500 2500 200

Updated 36.8 40.4 2298 2408 157

Di®erence (%) 13.23 17.10 �8.08 �3.68 �21.5

Fig. 9. FE model of Luping bridge.
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right contact patches, corresponding to the vehicular left and right tires acting on the

road surface, were measured. The bump-caused dynamic problem, induced by the

faulting between the approach slab and the bridge deck, was studied. The bumps

were simulated using two wood planks (named Bump-I and Bump-II) with a height

of 0.025m and 0.050m, respectively. Figure 11 shows the road roughness of the

bridge used in this study.

4.3. The test vehicle parameters

The mechanical and geometric properties of the test truck are listed in Table 3. Only

the dimensions, axle loads, and total weight of the vehicle were actually measured

and can then be treated as reliable information. The other information including

sti®ness, damping, etc. is not available and is assumed to be the same as that

obtained from Shi.13

4.4. Comparison of numerical simulations and measurements

4.4.1. E®ect of di®erent vehicle speeds

To account for the e®ects of vehicles traveling at di®erent speeds, four levels of

vehicle speeds have been used: 20 km/h, 40 km/h, 60 km/h, and 80 km/h. In all four

cases, the vehicle is traveling along the central line of the bridge with a constant

Fig. 10. Average normalized power spectral density of the ambient measurements.

Table 2. The reconstructed ¯rst three natural frequencies

of vertical bending modes.

Natural frequencies (Hz) First Second Third

Measured 3.663 4.689 6.010

Reconstructed 3.646 4.775 6.162

Di®erence (%) �0.464 1.834 2.527
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speed. Figure 12 shows the comparison of the simulations and measurements of the

mid-span displacements. It can be seen that the general trend of the simulated and

measured mid-span displacements of the beam matches very well, though some

values at the same time (t) are di®erent between the simulated and measured values;

the simulations using the patch contact matches much better than that using

the point contact. The di®erence between the simulations and measurements can be

explained by two reasons. Firstly, the bridge model and the vehicle model may be

understandably di®erent from the real bridge and truck used in the test. Secondly,

the environment (such as temperature and wind) would a®ect the accuracy of the

measuring instruments, along with the human errors in controlling the truck

locations.

4.4.2. E®ect of number of vehicles

Usually, more than one vehicle is traveling on a bridge at the same time. To verify

the proposed method for this situation, two case studies were carried out with the

(a) Roughness of left tire contact patch (b) Roughness of right tire contact patch

(c) Roughness with wood bump (Bump-1) (d) Roughness with wood bump (Bump-2)

Fig. 11. Road roughness of the bridge.
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vehicle moving at 40 km/h. In the ¯rst case, the two vehicles travel along the same

route, with one traveling in front of the other at a distance of 10m. In the second

case, the two vehicles travel along two di®erent routes, with one traveling in front of

the other at a distance of 10m in the longitudinal direction. Figure 13 shows the

comparison of the simulated solutions and measurements. It can be seen that the

trend of the mid-span displacement of the simulated solutions and measurements

matches very well.

4.4.3. E®ect of faulting condition

To study the bump-caused dynamic problem, induced by the faulting between the

approach slab and the bridge deck, a wood bump (Bump-I or Bump-II) was placed at

the end of the third span to simulate the faulting condition, with the vehicle moving

at 40 km/h. The time history of the mid-span de°ection of the test span under the

wood bump is presented in Fig. 14. It is clear in the ¯gure that the simulations using

the patch contact and the measurements match much better than that using the

point contact, especially for the maximum de°ection.

5. Conclusion

Presented herein is a new method that considers the e®ect of the patch contact on the

dynamic response of the bridge-vehicle coupling system. The vehicle tire of the new

model was modeled as a two-dimensional elementary spring model, and the patch

contact of the tire and road surface was assumed as a rectangle. The bridge-vehicle

coupling equations were established by combining the equations of motion of both

Table 3. Truck parameters.

Mass of truck body mt 28 054 kg

Pitching moment of inertia of truck body Izt 172,160 kg.m2

Rolling moment of inertia of truck body Ixt 61,496 kg.m2

Mass of truck front axle ma1 1415 kg
Rolling moment of inertia of front axle Ixa1 2260 kg.m2

Mass of truck rear axle ma2 2834 kg

Rolling moment of inertia of rear axle Ixa2 2260 kg.m2

Suspension spring sti®ness of the ¯rst axle K 1
sy;K

2
sy 242604 (N/m)

Suspension damper coe±cient of the ¯rst axle D1
sy;D

2
sy 2190 (N.s/m)

Suspension spring sti®ness of the second axle K 3
sy;K

4
sy 1903172 (N/m)

Suspension damper coe±cient of the second axle D3
sy;D

4
sy 7882 (N.s/m)

Radial direction spring sti®ness of the tire kty 266670 (N/m)

Radial direction spring damper coe±cient of the tire cty 1900 (N.s/m)

Length of the patch contact 350mm

Width of the patch contact 250mm

Distance between the front and rear axles l1 4.85m

Distance between the front and the center of the truck l2 3.73m
Distance between the rear axle and the center of the truck l3 1.12m

Distance between the right and left axles s1; s2 2.40m
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(a) Vehicle speed ¼ 20 km/h

(b) Vehicle speed ¼ 40 km/h

(c) Vehicle speed ¼ 60 km/h

Fig. 12. Comparison of simulated and measured solutions of mid-span displacement (——measured; ------,

patch contact; — —, point contact).
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the bridge and vehicle using the displacement relationship and the interaction force

relationship at the patch contact. A series of simulation studies were carried out in

which the e®ects of various factors such as vehicle speed, tire sti®ness and damping,

size of the patch contact, number of vehicles, and faulting condition were investi-

gated to demonstrate the methodology. The results show that:

(1) If the road surface classi¯cation is zero-roughness, the patch contact can be

simpli¯ed as the point contact;

(2) If the road surface classi¯cation ranges from the Good to Poor, the di®erence of

the e®ect of the patch contact and point contact on the mid-span de°ections

increases as the road roughness classi¯cation increases. By treating the contact

condition between the tire and road surface as a point contact, one may over-

estimate the dynamic de°ection of the bridge. However, by assuming the contact

condition between the tire and road surface as a point contact, the design is

conservative.

(3) Increasing the tire sti®ness or decreasing the tire damping increases the response

of the bridge, and the degree of the in°uence increases as the road roughness

classi¯cation increases;

(4) Comparison with the measurement shows that the simulated solution con-

sidering the patch contact matches much better than that by assuming the point

contact. This is especially true when studying the faulting condition e®ect where

the simulation using the point contact may result in signi¯cant errors. However,

it should be noted that some parameters of the test truck are not available and

are based on assumed values. Thus, the reader should be cautious about this

conclusion;

(d) Vehicle speed ¼ 80 km/h

Fig. 12. (Continued )
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(a) First case

(b) Second case

Fig. 13. Comparison of simulated and measured solutions for two vehicles (—— measured; ------, patch

contact; — —, point contact).
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(a) Bump-I

(b) Bump-II

Fig. 14. Comparison of simulated and measured solutions for wood bump e®ect (—— measured; ------,

patch contact; — —, point contact).
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(5) Comparison of theoretical simulations and ¯eld measurements shows that the

proposed method can be applied to study the interaction of bridge-vehicle

coupling system with good accuracy.
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